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We have analyzed the quasiparticle dispersion and ARPES-spectral density for Sr2CuO2Cl2 and 
Ca2CuO2Cl2 antiferromagnetic insulators along basic symmetric directions of the Brillouin zone (BZ) in a 
framework of an extended tight binding method (ETBM) with explicit account for strong electron correlations. The 
quasiparticle dispersion is in a good agreement with ARPES- data. At the top of valence band we found a narrow 
impurity-like virtual level with the spectral weight proportional to the concentration of spin fluctuations. A 
pseudogap between the virtual level and the top of the valence band has dispersion similar to “remnant Fermi 
surface” in Ca2CuO2Cl2 and to a pseudogap in the underdoped Bi2212 samples. A calculated parity of the polarized 
ARPES-spectra in ΧΜΓ ,, - points in the AFM phase is even with regard to relative magnitudes of the partial 
contributions by different orbitals to the total ARPES- spectral density. Conditions of an observability for the 
different partial contributions in the polarized ARPES- experiments are determined also. 
 
I. Introduction 
An investigation of the antiferromagnetic insulators Sr2CuO2Cl2 and Ca2CuO2Cl2 by the 
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is one of ways to study of an evolution of 
the electronic structure of HTSC- materials with doping. Records of ARPES- spectra along the 
basic symmetric k
r
- directions for different polarizations of a radiation allow to classify the 
valence band states in agreement with their symmetry properties. Really, in a structure of 
Sr2CuO2Cl2 and Ca2CuO2Cl2 it is possible to select three groups of the valence states. The first 
group are an invariant concerning a reflection in a plane of a photoemission. The second and 
third groups are accordingly even and odd concerning the same reflection. According to 
selection rules [1] in ARPES- spectra with a parallel vector of a polarization with respect to a 
photoemission plane the even group, and in spectra with perpendicular polarization only the odd 
group of states will be observed only. In the perpendicular geometry a vector of a polarization is 
always parallel to CuO2 - plane. Therefore, a contribution from the valence states linking the 
planes in a uniform three-dimensional structure will be seen only in spectra with the parallel 
geometry. Now, we sum the basic results of ARPES- investigations touching in the present work, 
as following:  
1. Analysis of the occupation ( )kn r  [2], obtained from ARPES- spectra of the oxychlorides 
222 ClCuOSr  and 222 ClCuOCa , shows a singularity in ( )kn r  at crossing of kr - contour, close to a 
contour of Fermi- surface predicted earlier by the LDA-calculation. A dispersion of the 
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quasiparticle peak along k
r
- contour of "remnant Fermi surface" is close to |cos (kxa) - cos(kya)| 
d-like dispersion. As the last is similar to a dispersion of the pseudogap in the underdoped 
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ(Dy) (Bi2212) and superconductivity gap in the optimal doped Bi2212- 
materials, there is a clear connection between all three energy gaps.  
2. On the other hand, |cos (kxa) - cos(kya)| - dependence has a linear character near 
)2/;2/( ππΜ =
−
- point. The same linear character is present in the spinon dispersion:  
~J )coscos 22 a(ka)-(k yx  [3]. However, the experimental dispersion has more the quadratic 
behavior near 
−
Μ , than the linear one [4]. 
3. Despite of a good reproducing of the observed dispersion in a framework of the t-t'-t"-J 
model, in its application to the real HTSC- materials there is a problem. In the t-t'-t"-J - model a 
dispersion along ( ) ( )ππΜΓ ,0,0 ↔=  and ( ) ( )0,,0 ππ =↔= ΥΧ  also is stipulated by the 
parameters J and t′ - accordingly. Therefore, the observed similarity in the dispersions along 
these directions superimposes improbably rigid restrictions on the parameters of the model.  
Available explanations of a universality of this similarity depended on a approximation used in a 
calculation. The self-consistent Born approximation to the t-t'-t"-J model is used in [5].  
4. In the experiments with a polarized radiation the even parity of ARPES-spectra in the 
undoped oxichlorides in the ΥΧΜΓ ,,, - symmetric points was found [6]. The parity varies 
with a doping. In a framework of the t-t'-t"-J model it is impossible to interpret a parity. As a 
consequence, the theoretical works touching analysis of the polarized ARPES-spectra, are based 
on an approximation of the local density approximation (LDA) [7]. The results obtained in 
frameworks of LDA, allow analyzing parity. For the dispersion, however, there isn’t an analogy 
with successful results of the t-t'-t"-J model. In particular, LDA did not reproduce the ZR- 
quasiparticle peak on a top of the valence band [8] and failed to obtain the insulator ground state 
of undoped CuO2- plane.  
In the present work we analyze the spectral density for the 222 ClCuOSr  and 222 ClCuOCa - 
oxichlorides, recorded at the different polarizations of a radiation. Results obtained here with 
explicit treatment of strong electron correlations within a framework of an extended tight binding 
method (ETBM) [9], provides a natural generalization of results of t-t'-t"-J - model and admit a 
clear physical explanation. 
The Sec.II contains a brief description of a derivation of the ETBM- Hamiltonian and basic 
formulas concerning with the dispersion and spectral density.  
In the Sec. III the results of a computer simulation of the dispersion, and also amplitude 
of the quasiparticle peak in ARPES- spectral density along ΓΧΜΓ ↔↔↔  and ΥΧ ↔  
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directions in the paramagnetic phase (PM) and antiferromagnetic phase (AFM) are discussed. 
Moreover, the partial contributions to the spectral density from the different orbitals are 
calculated. It is important from the point of view of an identification of ARPES-spectra, as they 
can have the different parity and cross-section of scattering of an incident radiation. A nature of 
the energy gap and dispersion along k
r
- contour of the "remnant Fermi surface" is discussed 
also. 
In the Sec.IV it is carried out a symmetry analysis of the partial contributions in 
ΥΧΜΓ ,,,  - symmetry points. As a consequence, aspects of a polarization are indicated at 
which it is possible to observe the different contributions. 
The Sec.V considers an effect of spin fluctuations on the band structure of the 
oxichlorides. The summary Sec.VI contains a brief enumeration of our conclusions. 
 
II. Tight binding method for strongly correlated electron system 
In this part the brief description of the ETBM will be given, where a unit cell will be 
CuO4Cl2 (CuO6) cluster, and a problem of a nonorthogonality of the molecular orbitals of 
adjacent clusters will be solved by an explicit fashion – by constructing of relevant Wannier 
functions on a five-orbitals initial basis of the atomic states. In a new symmetric basis an one-
cells part of the total Hamiltonian is factorized, allowing to classify all possible effective 
quasiparticle excitations in CuO2- plane according to a symmetry. A next step is a subsequent 
exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian of a unit cell and transfer to a representation of 
Hubbard operators. Then we will consider an intercell part of a total Hamiltonian in a framework 
of the Hubbard 1- approximation. An initial Hamiltonian of a multiband p-d model can be wrote 
as: 
                                        H=Hd+Hp+Hpd+Hpp    , ( )∑=
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zrzxyx dddd ≡≡ −− 2222 3,  - and oxygen zyx ppp ,, - atomic orbitals. 
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( ) ( )zdxd dd zx === λελεε λ ; - and ( ) ( )zpyxp ppp z === αεαεεα ;, - energies of the 
corresponding atomic orbitals; ( )yxxpd ppdtt ,; === αλλα , ( )yxzpd ppdt ,,3 == αλ - 
matrix elements of a hopping; ( )zxd ddUU ,== λλ  and ( )zyxp pppUU ,,== αα - intraatomic 
Coulomb interactions; ( )zxyxpd ddppVV ,;, === λααλ , ( )zxzpd ddpV ,; ==′ λα - Coulomb 
repulsion between copper and oxygen. The stroke relates to the apical positions.  
Each atom of the in-plane oxygen belongs to two cells simultaneously, so there is the 
problem of a nonorthogonality. It is actually more convenient to transform from the in-plane 
oxygen orbitals in CuddClpOpOp zxzyx ,,,,
σσσ  - five-orbital basis to the Wannier orbitals with 
the appropriate symmetry [10]. 
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Now, the initial Hamiltonian reduces to the Hamiltonian of a square quasi-planar array of 
cells, each of which contains five orbitals: zzx padbd ,,,, . The total Hamiltonian of the model 
may be rewritten in the form ccc ΗΗΗ += , where cΗ  is the Hamiltonian for noninteracting 
cells and ccΗ - a cell-cell interaction. 
ccc HHH += , ∑=
σ
σ
f
fc HH ; 
( ) ( ) ( )abba
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( ) ( ) σσσσσσ νµ jiijppxiijxiijpdbhop bbtdbbdth +++ −+−= 22 ; 
( ) ( ) ( )..22..
3
2 сhaptaatсhadth jziijppjiijppjziijpdahop +′−++= +++ σσσσσσ λνλ ; 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )..2..2..
3
2 сhbptсhbatсhbdth jziijppjiijppjziijpdabhop +′−+++= +++ σσσσσσ ξχξ ; 
where 002 νεε pppb t−= ; 002 νεε pppa t+= ; 002 µτ pdb t= ; 3/2 00λτ pda t= ; 
3/2 pdpd t′=′τ ; 002 λτ pppp t′=′ ; 
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Fig.1 Energies of 1
~A , 2
~A , and MB1
~
 - two-
hole states versus the ratio plap dd of the distances
from the copper atom to the apical position to
analogous distances to the plane oxygen, where
eVeV apd 5.0,2 == ∆∆  -(a); and versus the
energy difference between the 2p- orbitals of the plane
and apical oxygen: 
zppap
εε −=∆ , where
eVdd dplap 2,2.1 == ∆ - (b); and versus the
crystal field parameter : 
xz ddd
εε −=∆ , where
eVdd applap 5.0,2.1 == ∆ - (с). 
 
The coefficients: ijijij λνµ ,,  concern with a hybridization of states of the same symmetry and 
depend only on a distance between i- and j-cells. The coefficients ijξ  and ijχ  also concern with a 
hybridization of states, belonging to the different 1a - and 1b  - representations, and change a sign 
at reflection along the one of x- or y-axes. These coefficients were calculated, for example, in the 
works [9,10]. 
 An exact diagonalization of cΗ  is carried out separately in different sectors of a Hilbert 
space in according to the hn - number of holes in a cell. In the vacuum sector (nh=0) we have one 
state 610 pd0 = . In the sector nh=1 there are the spin doublets: σ1~a  and σ1
~b . σ1
~b - 
ground state has b1g –symmetry and is a consequence of a hybridization of xd state with b - 
oxygen orbitals. σ1~a - nearest excited state has g1a -symmetry arises as a result of mixing of 
zd - copper state with the a  - states of O and zp  - 
states of Cl. In the two-hole sector nh=2 there is a set of 
the 36 - spin singlets and 28 - triplets of a different 
orbital symmetry. The lowest 1
~A - and nearest excited 
MB1
~ - states have the g1
1 A - and g1
3B - symmetry. The 
ZR-singlet gives essential, but not the only one 
contribution to 1
~A . The energy of the MB1
~ - triplet 
state is close enough to the energy of 1
~A - singlet, and 
even a crossover between them is possible (see 
Fig.1a,b,c). We find two ways for a stabilization of 
MB1
~ - state as a ground state in the two-hole sector: 
- A decrease of the crystal field parameter 
xz ddd εε −=∆ results in an increase of the 
+3Cu  fraction in MB1
~ . For this way, the 
fraction of zx dd - Hund configuration, 
through which the population of zd - orbitals 
could be observed, increases. 
- As energy of p - orbitals of Cl (O) at the 
apical position and the distance to the apical position decrease, together with the 
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tendency for a crossover, there is also an appreciable increase of fraction of zx pd - 
symmetrized configuration in MB1
~ . 
According to our estimates, the energy gap between the triplet and singlet states: 
eV5,0~2ε∆  for the realistic model parameters [9]. A presence of two states 1
~A  and 
MB1
~ , competing in energy leads to a necessity of their simultaneous consideration in our 
model and a impossibility of a further reduction to the effective one-band Hubbard model or 
t-t'-t"-J – model. The singlet-triplet proximity influences very much a dispersion of a top of 
the valence band. In the new eigenstate basis the one-cell path of the total Hamiltonian of 
2CuO  plane has a form: 
( ) ( )∑ ∑ −+−=
σ σ
σσ µεµε
G G
GG
pf qf
qq
fqG
pp
fpGc XXH 221  where 

∈
∈
=
Bff
Aff
f
B
A
G ,
, ;                        (4) 
Here p and q  number the one-hole and two-hole terms of a cell. qpX pqf =  - Hubbard 
operators, constructed on the eigenstates. The levels of sublattices are split by a staggered field 
of the antiferromagnetic state: hppA σεε −= 11 , hppB σεε += 11 . The magnitude zSJh ~ , where 
J- an effective exchange interaction of the nearest neighbors. h  decreases with doping, being 
converted in zero in the PM. We are limited by a nonself-consistent calculation, in which a 
magnetic state is considered as given (PM or AFM KT 0= ). In the new eigenstate basis the one-
electron operators are: 
( )∑=
m
m
ff Xmс σλσλσ γ                                                                 (5) 
where σσσσσσλ zfffzfxff pbaddc ,,,,=  and m-  number a “rooted vector” ( )pqmαr  [11]. The matrix 
elements ( )mλσγ  (m=0,1.. 31), corresponding to these “rooted vectors”, are calculated 
straightforwardly using results of the exact diagonalization of the Hc. We take into account only 
two lowest terms ( σ1
~b  and σ1~a ) in the one-hole and 1
~A - and MB1
~ - two-hole sectors. Therefore, 
σσ 11
~,~ bap =  and MBAq 11
~,~=  in (5). Remaining terms stay much above in energy and 
we do not take them in the calculation of a spectra of the low-energy excitations.  
 A dispersion of the valence band was obtained with a help of the equations of a motion 
for the Green function 
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Eventually, in a framework of the Hubbard 1 approximation, the dispersion equation is 
determined by the equation: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 02 * =−− ∑
′
′′
λλ
σλλλλσσ γγδΩ nkTmmFE PGGmnmG
r
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The equation (7) is similar to the usual one-electron equation in a tight binding method, differing 
from it by two moments. At first, quasiparticle energies are defined by pGqG
G
m 12 εε −=Ω -
resonances between the multihole states. Secondly, ( ) qqfppfG GG XXmF σσσ +=  - occupation 
factors lead to a concentration dependence in both the dispersion, and amplitude of a 
quasiparticle peak in a spectral density.  
From a mathematical point of a view we deal with an equation of the generalized eigenvalues 
problem, where instead of a customary "matrix of a nonorthogonality" there is a inverse matrix 
of the relevant occupation factors ( )mF Gσ . Each mαr  - rooted vector defines a quasiparticle with a 
charge and spin 1/2, their local energies are equal to GmΩ . 
The formula (7) is convenient to calculate the dispersion in a sense that allows obtaining all 
possible quasiparticle states. However, not all of them can be observed in ARPES- experiment. 
As is known, the ARPES- signal is proportional to the amplitude of a spectral density of a 
quasiparticle peak: 
( ) ( )∑∑ +−=−= +mn mnkmnkk BBDAADnmGEkA λ σσλσλσλ λλσσ γγππ )()(Im)()(
1Im1),(
r
           (9) 
Due to the relevant occupation factors for some quasiparticles the spectral density can be small 
or even zero. Therefore, in an experiment the relevant quasiparticle peak misses. Because of a 
large matrix dimension: σkDˆ - 32×32, analysis of the spectral density is impossible by an 
analytical way. A computer simulation of the spectral density was carried out along the basic 
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symmetric directions of the BZ at the KT 0= . In the PM the dispersion and spectral density are 
obtained with a help of one-sublattice analogs of the formulas (7) and (9). 
 
III. Quasiparticle spectral density 
 Fig.2 shows the outcomes of the ETBM- computer simulation of a dispersion of the 
quasiparticle peak on a top of the valence band of 
Sr2CuO2Cl2 and Ca2CuO2Cl2 along the basic 
symmetric directions of the BZ in the AFM and 
PM- phases at the KT 0= . Four terms of the two-
hole states determines the composite structure of 
the valence band. The effects of strong 
correlations result in turn in unusual properties of 
this band. The number of states in a band depends 
on occupation (certainly, by conservation of the 
number of the all states), the applied field and 
temperature at the expense of the occupation 
factors ( )mF Gσ . In the PM the calculated dispersion 
doped Bi2212 samples [12]. In the AFM the dis
quantitatively to the ARPES-data for the undoped o
our approach reproduces existing results for the dis
framework of the t-t’-J- model [Dagotto]. In 
addition to the t-t’-J - model, a most interesting 
peculiarity of our dispersion in the AFM is a 
presence of the energy level with a zero spectral 
density on a top of the valence band. Really, in an 
undoped antiferromagnetic we deal with 
( )110 ~~ Ab ↔↑σαr  - and ( )110 ~~ Ab ↔↓σαr - 
quasiparticles on a top of the valence band: At the 
zero temperature, neglecting of quantum spin 
fluctuations, the occupation number of the one-
hole σ1
~b - states for one of projections of a spin 
both in A- , and B-sublattices are equal to zero. There
the undoped case there is the level with zero spectr
quasiparticle peak, corresponding to this quasiparticl 
Fig.2 A dispersion on a top of the valence band in the AFM
(solid line) - and PM (dashed line) at the T=0K along basic
directions of the BZ calculated according to (7) Fig.3 Calculated dispersion (x=0) along the directions of the 
BZ presented in the ARPES- experiments (data points – 
Sr2CuO2Cl2  [13 ]). The dashed line denotes the virtual level 
with a zero spectral density 
(see Fig.2) is similar to one observed in the 
persion of the valence band corresponds 
xychlorides [13] (see Fig.3) In this respect 
persion of the valence band obtained in a 
fore for one of the projections of the spin in 
al weight called in [9] a virtual level. The 
e, is not observed in ARPES spectra for the 
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Fig.4 The dispersion of ( )kES r - pseudogap along
ΥΧ ↔ - contour. A dashed line - ( ) ( )akak yx coscos −
- dependence; a solid line - ( ) ( )akak yx coscos  -
dependence; points – the outcomes of computer simulation. A
magnitude of distance from boundary of the antiferromagnetic
BZ up to a calculated point is equal to the dispersion 
oxychlorides. It is a typical effect of strong correlations. The influence of spin fluctuations will 
be considered below in Sec.V. 
 Thus, the energy gap between the valence 
band and conduction band in the oxychlorides at 
the KT 0=  is possible to present 
as ( ) ( ) ( )kEkEkE Sctg rrr += , where ( )kEct r - a charge 
transfer gap and Es( k
r
)- an energy gap between 
the virtual level and top of valence band. The 
gap ( )kES r  has a magnetic nature and is absent in 
the PM. Further for ( )kES r  we shall use the term: 
“pseudogap”. Fig.4 represents a dispersion of 
( )kES r - pseudogap along a boundary of the 
antiferromagnetic BZ on a background of 
|cos(kxa)-cos(kya)|- d-like dependence, as it do to 
show a explicit connection of the pseudogap in 
antiferromagnetic insulators to the pseudogap in the underdoped Bi2212 samples and the 
superconducting gap in the optimal doped Bi2212 samples [4]. The proximity of the calculated 
dispersion and observed one allows us to assume, that k
r
-contour of  "remnant Fermi surface", 
observed by the authors [2] in Ca2CuO2Cl2, can be a simple mark in ARPES-spectra from the 
valence band. A reason for this strange fact can be a pure 2D-character of quasiparticle states 
along k
r
- contour close to ΥΧ ↔  - contour. Along all remaining symmetric directions of the 
BZ the calculations reproduce the nonzero contributions to a spectral density from the outplane 
zd  and. zp - orbitals. The ( ) ( ) i
i
ikR
R
iN eRTkT ∑ ′′ = rλλλλ 1  - factors in (8) do not contain the 
intersublattice items for k
r
 along ΥΧ ↔ -contour and a dispersion can be only ~ 
( ) ( )akak yx coscos . In Fig.3 this dependence, as expected, lies down along results of the computer 
simulation. The square-law dependence near Μ is actually observed in [2], and we suppose, that 
it is ( ) ( )akak yx coscos  - dependence.  
 According to our calculations, the reason for the similarity of dispersions in the AFM - 
phase along ΜΓ ↔  and ΥΧ ↔  symmetric directions is due to a strong mixing of the 
valence band state with the triplet 3B1g – state of the underlying band states in the points Γ  and 
Μ . The similarity obtained here is determined only by magnitudes of the parameters (distance 
to 2CuO - plane) concerning with the apical ions Cl or O. In our results there is a strong 
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Fig.5 k
r
- dependence of the partial contibutions to an amplitude
of the quasiparticle peak along ΜΓ ↔ - direction. −a PM,
−b AFM 
Fig.6 k
r
- dependence of the partial contibutions to an amplitude
of the quasiparticle peak along ΧΜ ↔ - direction. −a PM,
−b AFM 
anisotropy of effective masses near Μ=k
r
 with 10~ΓΜΧΥ effeff mm , therefore the similarity 
concerns only a type of the dispersions along these directions.  
 A spectral density was calculated along four basic symmetric directions of the BZ: 
,ΜΓ↔  ,ΧΜ ↔  ,ΓΧ ↔  ΥΧ ↔  in the PM and AFM. As follows from (9), a spectral 
density is additive, therefore there is a possibility to calculate the partial contributions to a 
spectral density from all orbitals accepted in our calculation: 
( ) ( )∑=
λσ
λσ EkАEkА ,,
rr
, 
where λ=dx, b, a, dz, pz. The additive 
representation is convenient in analysis of 
polarization ARPES-spectra. Fig.5(a,b) 
represents a k
r
-dependence of an amplitude of 
the quasiparticle peak in a spectral density and 
its partial contributions along ΜΓ↔  - 
symmetric direction in the AFM and PM 
accordingly. At the parameters accepted in the 
calculation [9], the triplet level 3В1g was found 
on 0.7 eV above energy of a level A1g. As was 
expected, in the PM k
r
-dependence of 
amplitude of the quasiparticle peak loses a 
symmetry in a relation to Μ - point. If in k
r
=Γ  the large contribution from the outplane 
orbitals still takes place, an amplitude of the 
quasiparticle peak in Μ  point strongly 
decreases. The remnant spectral density in this 
symmetric point is stipulated by submixing of the 
planar conduction band states: dx и b. 
  Fig.6(a,b) shows k
r
-dependence of a 
amplitude of the quasiparticle peak along the 
ΧΜ ↔  symmetric direction. In the AFM, and 
PM in k
r
=Χ  a contribution only from the planar 
b- и dx -orbitals takes places 
( ) ( ) ( )EkAEkAEkА bdpl x ,,, rrr += . Contributions 
from the pz and dz -states in this symmetric point 
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are absent. The amplitude of the quasiparticle peak monotonically increases along ΧΜ ↔ , 
both in the AFM, and PM.  
 A special interest represents ΧΓ ↔  - symmetric direction (Fig.7(a,b)), where 
alongside with the same inhibition of the ( )EkАout ,r - partial contribution in kr =Χ  there is a 
crossover from the monotonic growth of an amplitude of the quasiparticle peak in a AFM- phase 
to a nonmonotonic behavior with a maximum  
near k
r
= ( )0,32π  in the PM. The same 
maximum is observed in ARPES-spectra of 
Ca2CuO2Cl2 at the Т=150К [4]. Analysis of 
eigenstates along this symmetric direction has 
shown, that in the PM the maximum in 
k
r
~ ( )0,32π  is caused by an extreme submixing 
of conduction band states with the same k
r
. 
Along ΥΧ ↔ - symmetric direction both in 
the PM, and AFM k
r
- dependence of an 
amplitude of the quasiparticle peak is 
negligible. Here an amplitude consists of only the A
 Fig.8 and Fig.9 show the spectral den
dimensional aspect. There isn’t any quasiparticle p
A contribution from the triplet quasiparticle peak is
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig.7 k
r
- dependence of the partial contibutions to an amplitude
of the quasiparticle peak along ΧΓ ↔ - direction. −a PM,
−b AFM ( )Ek
xd
,
r
- and ( )EkAb ,r - contributions. 
sity along ΜΓ ↔  direction in a three-
eak in the region of energies of a virtual level. 
 observed also in the PM.  
Fig.8 A three-dimensional view on the quasiparticle peak in
the total spectral density along ΜΓ ↔ - direction in the
PM. Fig.9 A dispersion on a top of the valence band in the AFM
in a view of spin fluctuations along the basic directions of
the BZ. A quantum reducing of a spin n0=0.1. 
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3. 
IV. Analysis of parity in polarization spectra. 
 
 Additional information on a nature of the valence band states can be obtained by analysis 
of the polarized ARPES-spectra. Further we shall analyze polarization dependence of the spectral 
density (9) in a view of a parity and sizes of the partial contributions. We will neglect effects of a 
magnetic scattering, as they are less then a charge ones by a factor (hω/mc2). However, the 
charge effects in turn strongly depend on a presence of a magnetic ordering.  
 
Table 1 
 ( )hD4Γ               ↔                ( )hDM 4  Γ           ↔                   ( )hD2Χ  
xd
A  ( )gBodd 1,  ( )gBodd 1,  even  ( )gAeven,  
bA  ( )uΕ,0  ( )gBodd 1,  0  ( )gAeven,   
bdin AAA x +=  odd+0   odd   even+0  even  
aA  ( )uE,0  ( )gAeven 1,  0  ( )uBodd 2,  
apdout AAAA zz ++=  ( )gAeven 1,~  ( )gAeven 1,  even~  ( )gAeven,~  
outintot AAA +=  
 
possibility of 
experimental 
observation: 
even~  



out
b
d
A
A
A
x
seen in the 



paral
any
perp.
polarization
even~  


out
in
A
A
seen in the 


.
.
paral
perp
polarization  
even~  



out
b
d
A
A
A
x
seen in the 



paral
any
paral
polarization 
even~  
inA  and 
outA  seen in 
the .paral  
polarization 
 
However, the charge effects in turn strongly depend on a presence of a magnetic ordering.  
 The table 1 represents k
r
-groups, small irreducible representations and relevant parities 
of the plane and outplane partial contributions to the total spectral density in ΧΜΓ ,, - 
symmetric points in the AFM. The nonzero photocurrent in Γ - point corresponds to a small uΕ - 
irreducible representation of k
r
- group hD4  for ( )11,10 ~~ Ab ↔′σσαr - quasiparticles, but not to an 
additional quasiparticle state. A peculiarity of a photocurrent in the center of the BZ is its 
proportionality to the contribution to the spectral density only from the plane oxygen orbitals. 
The table 1 shows the parity of the total contribution in a spectral density with regard for a size 
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Fig.10 A dispersion on a top of the valence band in the
AFM in a view of spin fluctuations along the basic
directions of the BZ. A quantum reducing of a spin
n0=0.1. 
of the partial contributions in the corresponding symmetry points of the BZ. The last line in the 
Table 1 gives indications on possible experimental observation of corresponding partial 
contributions. 
 
V. Effect of spin fluctuations. 
In our nonself-consistent approach a dependence of the electronic structure on the 
magnetic ordering arises through ( )mFσ - occupation factors in the equation (7). In the cause of 
the unfilled two-hole terms: ( )σσ α iF r′ = σ ′,~bn , so ( )11,10 ~~ Ab ↔′σσαr - , ( )0,13,11 ~~ Bb ↔′σσαr - , 
( )σσσα 2,1312 ~~ Bb ↔r - quasiparticles play the defining role on a top of the valence band in undoped 
oxichlorides. For nonzero matrix elements ( )mλσγ  (m=0,1.. 31) in the AFM, zzA SS =  in the 
A- sublattice and in the B: zzB SS −= . The occupation factors can be rewritten as follows: 
( )σσ α 0rGF− = ( )σσ α1rGF− = zGSσ221 − , ( ) zGG SF σα σσ 2212 +=r , ( )21±=σ  where G=A,B. Up to 
the present moment we were restricted by an Ising consideration, supposing 21=zS . An 
elementary way to a self-consistent consideration consists in a consruction of an effective 
Hamiltonian, which will look like a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with the antiferromagnetic 
interaction, and then to carry out a self-consistent calculation. Thus it is possible to take into 
account local spin fluctuations (zero fluctuations in the AFM), however, to account for nonlocal 
fluctuations −+ ji SS  it is required to go beyond a scope of the Hubbard 1 approximation, 
accepted here. Detailed analysis of applicability of such approach and matching with known 
results on the magnetic polaron in the Jtt −− /  model is given in the work [15]. 
At the expense of the zero spin fluctuations there is, as known, a quantum reducing of the 
spin: 021 nS
z
−= . A magnitude of 0n  can be 
calculated by the different methods, and in the theory 
of spin waves for the two-dimensional 
antiferromagnetic 2.00 ≈n  [16]. The spin 
fluctuations essentially change the band structure (see 
Fig.10). Really, the virtual level has the zero 
dispersion and zero spectral weight in a framework of 
the Ising consideration. Due to of the zero spin 
fluctuations, ( ) 00 nF A =↑↓ αr  , ( ) 00 1 nF B −=↑↓ αr  that 
gives a nonzero dispersion and spectral weight 0~ n . 
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Thus, the band structure of the undoped AFM with spin fluctuations is similar to the band 
structure the doped Ising antiferromagnetic with the hole concentration 0nx = . Because of the 
small spectral weight the impurity-like subband should be perceived as a low-energy satellite in 
ARPES- spectra. It is possible, that the effects of damping do not allow observing it. Moreover, 
similar satellites, which intensity increases grows with the temperature are obtained recently by 
the quantum Monte-Carlo method in the Hubbard model [17] 
 
VI. Conclusion 
 
1. Due to the small energy gap 0.7 eV between the level of the 3B1g - triplet and level of the 
ZR-singlet in the two-hole sector of Hilbert space, in −Γ  and Μ - symmetric points there is a 
strong hybridization of the singlet and triplet states. The hybridization causes the similarity of the 
dispersions along ΜΓ ↔  and ΥΧ ↔  directions in the AFM. However, our results predict an 
anisotropy of effective masses in Μ=k
r
 with a relation 10≈ΓΜeff
XY
eff mm . In the whole a top of 
the valence band has not a two-dimensional character. As a consequence, at a deviation of an 
angle of incidence of a parallel-polarized radiation from normal, amplitude of the quasiparticle 
peak in Γ - and Μ - symmetric points will increase in the AFM.  
2. On the top of the valence band of oxychlorides: Sr2CuO2Cl2 and Ca2CuO2Cl2 in the AFM 
there is the pseudogap of magnetic nature: Es( k
r
)~0÷0.4 eV between the virtual level and 
valence band. The pseudogap converts into a zero in Μ . The virtual level has the small spectral 
density, proportional to a concentration of the zero spin fluctuations n0 . Because the dispersion 
of the pseudogap along ΥΧ ↔  direction is in the good consent with a dispersion along k
r
- 
contour of the "remnant Fermi surface", we think the one observed in [2] is k
r
-contour having 
only the two-dimension (2D-) dispersion. A contribution to the total spectral density along this 
direction arrives extremely from the planar bdx , - orbitals. The pseudogap misses in the PM, 
where the dispersion of the valence band is similar to the dispersion of the optimally doped 
Bi2212 [12]. 
3. A calculated parity of ARPES-spectra in ΧΜΓ ,,  points in the AFM according to 
relative sizes of the partial contributions is even as well as in ARPES- experiment [6]. The 
nonzero photocurrent in Γ  is due to the small uE - irreducible representation for ( )11,10 ~~ Ab ↔′σσαr  
- quasiparticle in Γ=k
r
, but is not due to an additional satellite state. The peculiarity of a 
photocurrent in the center of the BZ is also its proportionality to a contribution only of the planar 
oxygen orbitals to the total spectral density.  
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4. The spin fluctuations essentially change the band structure. Really, the virtual level in the 
AFM has zero dispersion and zero spectral weight in the framework of the Ising consideration 
only. Thus, the band structure of the oxychlorides due to of spin fluctuations is similar to a band 
structure of the doped Ising antiferromagnetic. The nonzero spectral weight of a virtual level 
obtained due to spin fluctuations, results in a weak low-energy satellite in ARPES- spectra. 
Probably effects of damping do not allow observing it on a background of the main peak.  
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